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     Baby animals have many different names.  Puppy is the name for 
a baby dog.  Most puppies are very playful.  Cats have babies that are 
called kittens.  Kittens are soft and can purr.  Puppies and kittens like to 
sleep a lot.  Kids are not just children.  A kid is also a name for a baby 
goat.  A baby goat makes funny noises.  A baby horse or a foal, can walk 
the day it is born.  How many baby animals can you think of?

Baby Animals

What does this story say that 
puppies and kittens like to do?

play
sleep
run
walk

What is a baby horse able to do 
on the day it is born?

act playful
purr softly
walk around
make funny noises

The story says that another 
name for a goat is

child
foal
pup
kid
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Children from all over the world go to 
school.  Some schools are very small and 
have only a few boys and girls.  Other 
schools are very large and have lots of 
rooms for students to work and play.  They 
might have art and music rooms, as well 
as classrooms.     

School

Children go to school to learn to read, 
write and learn about numbers.  It does 
not matter if the school is big or small.  
The children are there to learn.
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14 The story says that

only children from some parts of the world go to school
schools must have lots of rooms
schools must be large for children to learn
children go to school to learn

What does this story say about schools?

Some schools are large and have lots of rooms.
All schools have art and music rooms.
Big schools are the best.
Small schools have only boys.
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Answer Key

Baby Animals

1. sleep

2. walk around

3. kid

School

4. children go to school to learn

5. Some schools are large and have lots of rooms.

SSS Benchmark
LAA211: Determines the main idea or essential message 
from a text and identifies supporting information.  (Identifies 
the main idea and supporting details from text.)
LAA213:  Reads for information to use in performing a task 
and learning a new task. (Supports responses with detailed 
information from the text.)

SAT Standard
Determine explicit supporting details


